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Those Who Care features the animal rescuers and carers that are the unsung heroes of

Australia’s wildlife, following the ordeals they go through to see these creatures restored.

Australia’s beaches, its culture, its wonderful sweeping landscapes and shining cities draw it

international acclaim. And so they should. However, its equally spectacular, diverse and

unique wildlife passes unremarked by blue chip documentaries and the global community

at large. 

The bushfires of last summer saw attention drawn towards these very animals, but in pity

and helplessness at their plight. The time has come to draw back the curtain and tell the

extraordinary tales of the rescuers who took them in, who nursed them to health with

patience and perseverance, and who in doing so continue to reduce that death toll of

creatures killed each and every day by a small but significant amount. Those Who Care.

The series will survey each animal group in turn: small mammals, birds, bats, reptiles, and

marsupials, with a pilot sixth episode featuring a mix of Australia’s iconic species. Charity

founder, conservationist, carer and presenter Elliot Connor will host the show, interviewing

the rescuers about their work and getting up close and personal with the animals

themselves. Each production will be accompanied by a community impact campaign,

bringing the series out to neighbourhoods and engaging locals in the messaging. Initial

development has been funded by the Jane Goodall Institute Australia.
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The intended market for the series is consumers alerted to environmental concerns by

mainstream media, positioning episodes firmly for a mainstream audience as part of the

wider growing social movement towards environmentalism. Target demographics include

recent immigrants unaware of native animals, outdoors hobbyists with an interest in

nature, and youth under 35 for whom sensitization to environmental concerns is

greater. These represent groupings for which the show provides greater perceived value,

making them more likely to offer personal recommendations and inbound growth

opportunities. It will, however, be so produced as to be accessible to all viewers.

Initially, 50K AUD  in financial support is sought to realize the sixth (non-thematic) episode

as a proof of concept for the enterprise. This is intended for completion in late 2020, current

circumstances and travel restrictions notwithstanding. This finished 30-40 minute piece will

then be presented to international film contests, material made available to schools, used

for publicity in a preliminary media push, and otherwise to garner public interest in the

series and its messaging. An accompanying photojournalism portfolio will assist in this

regard. Then, with the success of this initial documentary to back it, the remaining five

episodes will be crafted throughout the course of 2021 and pitched to major broadcasters.

Human Nature Projects, an ACNC certified environmental charity, will provide its services

for the management of resources and additionally its considerable networks for

distribution. With members across 105 countries, it brings with it a wide reach and range of

skillsets to the production of the series. it is hoped that following the results of 2021, a

similar model can be employed for the extension of the series' scope to other countries

abroad, creating a more varied international representation of the animal care space.

For any queries about Those Who Care, please contact media@humannatureprojects.org.

Your interest in the project, and possible support thereof is greatly appreciated. So thank

you for your time, and we look forward to creating a brighter future together.
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